Knee kinematics in anterior cruciate ligament-substituting arthroplasty with or without the posterior cruciate ligament.
Few studies have compared functional kinematics in knees using identical prostheses with or without the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL). This study contrasted in vivo knee kinematics with an anterior cruciate ligament-substituting arthroplasty with and without PCL retention. We hypothesized that knees without PCLs would exhibit less femoral posterior translation, and consequently less maximum knee flexion. Fifty-six knees were studied using dynamic radiography at least one year post-surgery, with twenty-seven knees retaining the PCL and twenty-nine knees having the PCL sacrificed. Consistent with our hypothesis, PCL-sacrificing knees showed more anterior femoral condylar positions. Contrary to our hypothesis, PCL-sacrificing knees demonstrated greater knee flexion during kneeling (122° versus 115°). Contracted PCLs in severely deformed knees likely were the cause of limited flexion in some retaining knees.